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In the early 1960s, the Berlin writer Irmgard Wirth called attention to the 

widespread existence of parks, gardens, and various pieces of the rural land-

scape within or in the close vicinity of her city:

Ranging from the small square the size of a block with lawns, flowerbeds and 

shadowing trees and bench to rest for the air hungry city dweller, to the extended 

people’s park [Volkspark] … , to the remaining villages with their old churches, 

estates, farm houses, meadows and fields, to the distinguished mansion districts 

with their gardens, or the residential areas from the 1920s that are pervaded with 

green, to the Grunewald or the vast Spandau-  and Tegel- forest in West Berlin, 

which are almost deserted during the week,— about one fourth of the total surface 

of this city is “nature,” before and beyond the wall it consists of water, forest, and 

heath!1

This characterization of Berlin as an extraordinary “green” city in which 

“nature” abounds has been a constant feature of public discourse in the post– 

World War II period.2 More than just a description of the actual cityscape, 

imaginings of urban nature guided urban policy and contributed to the city’s 

identity. Already, since the late nineteenth century, urbanists, nature con-

servationists, and large parts of the urban public had been convinced that 

“green” or “nature” was a necessary antidote to the anonymity, density, and 

fast pace of the modern metropolis, the poor living conditions of indus-

trial workers, and the traffic, noise, and air pollution that pervaded the city. 

Many of the basic worries that motivated planners in that period to create 

public parks, to plant trees, and to protect the urban forests on the fringe 

of the urban area persist in more recent attempts to “green” the city. At a 

more concrete level, however, there are considerable differences between the 

ways that nature has been identified and framed, what kind of problems of 

the city it has been supposed to mitigate, and how the concern for nature 
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was to be integrated into the planning and managing of urban space. In 

this chapter I use post– World War II Berlin as a case study to shed light on 

the political, discursive, and practical processeses through which different 

models of urban nature took shape in a local context and how these both 

differed and, at the same time, built on each other. Following my earlier work 

on urban nature in Berlin,3 this chapter conceives each of these models as 

a historically situated “urban nature regime,” that is, a set of problematiza-

tions, imaginations, and strategic practices that are anchored in and devel-

oped through sites or objects of nonhuman nature (such as parks, species, 

air quality, and so on), which are deemed valuable and therefore supposed to 

require public attention or care.4 By tracing how such regimes emerged and 

achieved relative coherence and stability, the chapter seeks to explore the 

entanglement of nature and politics in the urban context, as well as to look 

at the tensions and dilemmas that have existed within and between each 

of these regimes. My focus is thereby both on the continuity of the preoc-

cupation with “greening the city” as an overarching rationale that connects 

Berlin’s urban nature regimes and on the different ways in which nature has 

been framed and imagined in each of them. At the same time, I also want to 

highlight the specific ways in which in each of these regimes, the framing of 

urban nature has been articulated with changing definitions of how citizen-

ship and expertise should matter in the governing of urban space.

Until the unification of Germany in 1990, the city on which this study 

focuses was divided into two parts: East Berlin, which was the capital of 

the German Democratic Republic, and West Berlin, a walled (as of 1961) 

city- island, which, although formerly under the control of the Western 

Allies, formed a de facto exclave of West Germany’s Federal Republic. I will 

focus specifically on three different nature regimes between the postwar era 

and the present. A substantial discussion of the green policy in East Berlin 

would require a systematic engagement with the theme of socialist urban 

planning. Besides some cursory remarks I will restrict myself therefore to 

the development in West Berlin, and, more recently, unified Berlin.

As a first regime I discuss the attempt of planners and city gardeners in 

the 1950s and early 1960s to transform urbanized space into an “urban 

landscape” that united the physical features of the landscape and the mate-

rial outline and architecture of the city into an “organic” whole. The second 

is the politics of “species and biotope protection” in the 1970s and 1980s 

in West Berlin and its discursive framing on the basis of urban ecological 
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research. The third is the more recent movement of “urban civic garden-

ing,” as I call it here, which involves the active appropriation of green spaces 

as sites of urban sociability and food production. These three regimes were 

not confined to distinct periods. Rather, discourses and practices of ear-

lier regimes continued to exist in later ones, resulting in tensions that this 

chapter will touch on as well.

The Quest for an Organic Landscape

The showpiece of the International Construction Exposition Interbau, 

which took place in Berlin in 1957, was the Hansaviertel, a central neigh-

borhood that had been destroyed during the war and had been rebuilt 

according to the ideal of so- called organic urbanism,5 a nature regime that 

took shape in the discourses and practices of city-  and green planners in 

the two decades after World War II in West Germany. The guiding rationale 

of this regime was to transform cities into Stadtlandschaften, literally urban 

landscapes.6 In contrast to later nature regimes, organic urbanism operated 

almost exclusively through top- down planning schemes for the rebuilding 

of cities or even for the design of new towns, such as Sennestadt in the 

North Rhine– Westphalian region. Citizens figured only as the downstream 

targets of public campaigns, such as exhibitions that sought to garner sup-

port for the new planning ideal. They did not, as we will see with the later 

regimes, engage citizens as active co- agents of knowledge-  and city- making.7

According to the proponents of Stadtlandschaft, the destruction of Ger-

man cities during the war offered a unique chance to create an alternative 

to the classic European city with its dense and highly populated inner dis-

tricts.8 In Berlin the rapid growth of the city in the late nineteenth century 

had resulted in densely developed areas with five- storey tenements with rear 

buildings and tiny courtyards. These so- called Mietskasernen (rental bar-

racks) were criticized not only on aesthetic grounds. The labyrinth of dark 

rear buildings in which mainly working- class people lived were considered 

to be breeding grounds of disease and moral deprivation in the view of 

urbanists and the wider urban bourgeoisie in Germany.9 Once infamous as 

the “largest Mietskasernenstadt of the world,”10 bombed Berlin became the 

target of far- reaching proposals for transformation.

As Hans Bernhard Reichow put it in a trendsetting textbook, the cre-

ation of Stadtlandschaft would allow “combining the advantages of the big 
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metropolis with those of a simple, close- to- nature countryside life.”11 The 

concept showed many parallels with the garden city ideal as well as with the 

program of modernist urbanism of the Athens Charta.12 It shared with 

the latter a preoccupation with a spatial separation of urban functions and 

the call for vast open spaces that would connect the city to its surrounding 

landscape. The core idea was to shape an “organic” morphology of the city, 

which itself was an attempt to engineer an equally organic form of social 

life.13 In this respect the approach has similarities with Landschaftspflege 

(landscape care), which had earlier attempted to integrate traffic and indus-

trial infrastructures “organically” into the natural landscape. Although the 

longing for organic forms was not restricted to Germany, it was especially 

here that it gained in popularity in the Weimar years and notably under 

National Socialism, when planning for postwar reconstruction embraced 

the city landscape ideal.14 The term “organic” received its rhetorical punch 

through its semantic opposition to the “mechanical,” which was associated 

with density, right angles, disconnection from surrounding landscapes, 

and a supposed lack of social bonds among the inhabitants. In a trendset-

ting textbook on “organic urbanism” from 1948, Hans Bernhard Reichow 

portrayed the city as a machine, alienating its residents from nature.15 

In contrast, an organic city would consist of a hierarchy of nested units: 

cells, neighborhoods, districts. In 1950 the conservative garden designer 

Gustav Allinger dreamed of Berlin as a “new city,” one that would be a 

 “living organism that is connected to nature.”16 In the same vein, Johannes 

Göderitz, Roland Rainer, and Hubert Hoffmann characterized their ideal of 

an “articulated and low- density city” as a “spatially loosened, yet function-

ally closely entangled texture of single cells of human size.”17 The term 

“organic” pointed mainly to the morphology of the city as conceived from 

the bird’s- eye perspective of the planner’s table. The city should extend 

smoothly into the surrounding landscape and its material design should 

imitate natural forms. By structuring the city into small “organic” segments 

of neighborhoods, planners also wanted to reconstitute close community 

bonds within the modern metropolis.18

The concept of organic urbanism was the basis of the 1946 Kollektivplan 

for the rebuilding of Berlin, developed by a planning team led by the archi-

tect Hans Scharoun.19 It envisioned a radically restructured city, consisting 

of dispersed modernist buildings, clustered into homogenous neighbor-

hoods, and cut through by highways and green spaces. Whereas the plan 
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ignored the existing historical development, it fitted the city neatly into 

the geomorphology of the basin of the river Spree and thereby translated 

the idea of organic city planning into a locally specific urban vision.

The division of Germany made the realization of a master plan for the 

entire city impossible. The “16 principles of urbanism” launched by the 

East German government in 1950 rejected the idea of a synthesis of town 

and country, and instead called for a compactly structured “socialist” city 

with monumental centers. Such a city was also seen as “organic,” but only 

in the sense that its components formed a functional whole, not because 

of its visual morphology.20 In West Berlin, actual development proceeded 

through a pragmatic and piecemeal approach of clearing rubble and reno-

vating and rebuilding existing property.21 The 1948 Bonatz- plan and the 

subsequent land- use plan for West Berlin (issued in 1950) refrained from 

radical changes to the city layout. In the end, it was only the reconstruc-

tion of the destroyed Hansaviertel that resulted in a coherent architectural 

ensemble that corresponded to the ideas of the Stadtlandschaft. The proj-

ect was actually a propagandist landmark of Western urbanism to demon-

strate a “free- world” alternative to the monumental projects being realized 

at that time at the East Berlin Stalinallee.22 In the late 1960s, East Berlin 

saw the spread of modernist housing projects, made with precast concrete 

slabs (Plattenbauten), on the outskirts and in destroyed inner- city areas.23 

Although these settlements were loosely structured with green spaces, they 

were meant not to realize an organic Stadtlandschaft, but to technically and 

economically rationalize housing construction.

At least in West Berlin, the term Stadtlandschaft remained a guiding 

principle of green planning. Directly after the division of the city in 1949, 

the West Berlin municipality launched its “Green Emergency Program” to 

reconstruct green spaces, playing fields, and sports grounds. Here specific 

local politics mattered to the way in which urban nature was articulated. 

Greening was meant to reconstruct some sense of order in the chaos of 

the damaged city, and with the sharpening of the Cold War— notably the 

Russian blockade during the winter of 1948– 1949— to demonstrate politi-

cal assertiveness against the East. In line with the ideals of organic urban-

ism, Berlin garden director Witte argued that urban planning in his city 

should consider the “connections and circumstances of the natural land-

scape.”24 This orientation manifested itself in the creation of extended 

green belts such as the promenades along the natural waters and urban 
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canals.25 In 1960 the West Berlin parliament decided to create a comprehen-

sive framework (Hauptgrünflächenplan) for the further development of a net-

work of green space. The concept also inspired attempts to preserve green 

areas on the fringe of the city, for example by turning them into protected 

“landscape reserves.” Another way in which organic planning left its mark 

on the city’s material ecology was in the treatment of the various rubble 

mounds that resulted from the clearance of bombed quarters and mush-

roomed in both East and West Berlin.26 In the latter, these could become 

landscape opportunities. Thus, for example, rubble that accumulated north 

of the Grunewald forest, the so- called Teufelsberg, was shaped as a natural- 

looking hill planted with dense vegetation and connected to surrounding 

parks and forests.

As we have seen, the organic nature regime implied a quite far- reaching 

attempt to transform the natural, and indirectly also the social, characteris-

tics of the city. The focus thereby, however, was mainly on urban form. This 

meant that the discursive ownership of the regime remained largely in the 

hands of planners, not nature conservationists, civic activists, or ecologists. 

This only changed with the emergence of biotope protection as a focus of a 

novel urban nature regime.

Protecting and Promoting Urban Biotopes

The Südgelände (literally, southern area) is the site of a former railroad 

marshaling yard in the former West Berlin district of Schöneberg. Since 

the railroad yard had been abandoned in 1948, it had become overgrown 

with an impressive wood- like wilderness. When in the 1980s plans for a 

new railway station at this site became public, nature conservationists, 

ecologists, and activists campaigned for the preservation of what they con-

sidered a valuable piece of urban nature. The campaign was successful, 

and in 2000 a nature park was opened in the Südgelände, both to protect 

the biodiversity of the site and to allow residents to enjoy its scenery (see 

 figure 9.1).

As in the earlier attempts to create organic landscapes, the nature park 

was meant to improve the quality of the city through the promotion of 

nonhuman nature. At the same time, however, the understanding of nature 

and of its supposed place in the city differed considerably. Already since 

the 1970s, the concern for urban nature had shifted from matters of urban 
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form to the protection of plant and animal species and their biotopes. 

Around this concern a quite distinct set of practices and discourses assem-

bled, which I call the biotope protection regime. It included diverse actors 

ranging from academic ecologists to amateur naturalists and conserva-

tionists, middle- class neighborhood activists, and representatives of the 

left- alternative counterculture that flourished in West Berlin at this time. 

Although these actors and their political strategies differed considerably, 

they all achieved their political self- definition and their goal orientation at 

least partly through their sustained engagement with the urban spaces that 

they framed as biotopes. As with organic urbanism, state- centered planning 

schemes remained a main policy instrument within this regime. Its content 

and political momentum, however, were largely the result of contestations 

and negotiations that extended into the domains of scientific practice as 

well as civic activism.

In the wake of the international consolidation of ecology in the 1960s 

and 1970s,27 some researchers had developed formalized ecosystem models 

to represent the throughput of energy and materials in exemplary cities.28 

West Berlin soon became recognized as one of the main local centers of 

Figure 9.1
The Südgelände. Photo by Jens Lachmund.
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this urban turn in ecology. It was not so much the application of formal 

ecosystem models, however, that characterized Berlin’s ecology, but sys-

tematic botanical (and to a smaller extent, faunistic) fieldwork within and 

about the spaces of the city. A central role was played by Herbert Sukopp, 

a botanist who in 1969 became professor at the Technical University (TU 

Berlin) and who in 1972/ 1973, together with two other professors, estab-

lished a distinct department for ecology.29 Within a few years Sukopp and a 

growing number of students and assistant professors had become the most 

renowned representatives of German urban ecology.

This urban turn can be partly explained by the geopolitical situation of 

West Berlin and its deprivation of its hinterland, which meant that many 

ecologists tended to concentrate on the city when doing practical field-

work. Another factor is that from the late nineteenth century, Berlin had a 

strong local natural history tradition, and this meant that in the postwar 

era, local naturalists were able to provide ecologists with an extended his-

torical record against which they could measure the ongoing development 

of flora and fauna. Moreover, having themselves been cut off from their 

former rural observation grounds, the naturalists became important col-

laborators of ecologists in surveying West Berlin’s flora and fauna. A third 

factor was the long- lasting impact of the bombardments of Berlin during 

World War II. The vast wastelands of bombed plots and the rubble heaps 

that mushroomed in the outskirts made the city a particularly exciting 

place for ecologists. The plant species that grew in these places constituted 

a ruderal vegetation, which differed considerably from the ordinary vegeta-

tion of that region. Next to various urban parks and the few nature reserves 

that had been left intact on the outskirts of West Berlin, such wastelands 

become a favored site for ecologists’ studies.

Sukopp’s work in Berlin revolved around the question of how the impact 

of human land use influenced the composition of the vegetation. He noted 

particularly the high amount of neophyte species, as well as the absence 

of many original species that had existed in the area.30 Although the influ-

ence of human land use was pervasive in the Berlin environment, Sukopp 

argued that its extent depended on the specific use of land and thus varied 

accordingly.31

In the late 1970s, ecological knowledge practices began to coalesce with 

administrative practices and the city’s emerging civic environmental activ-

ism to form a politically significant nature regime. Ecologists themselves, 
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notably Sukopp, promoted urban ecology as a practically oriented planning 

science. He posited that urban spaces were living spaces or biotopes, which 

hosted various plant and animal species, often even more than rural land-

scapes. At the same time, however, he warned that nature in the city was 

endangered by intensifying urban development and that measures should 

be taken to integrate nature promotion systematically into the planning 

process. He and other ecologists argued that nature in the city should be 

preserved not only for its own sake, but also to create better conditions of 

life for urban citizens.32 Regular contact with natural environments was con-

sidered necessary for city dwellers and even a prerequisite for the healthy 

development of children. Equally important, the existence of nature in 

the city was also considered as a means to strengthen other components 

of the urban ecosystem, such as the quality of the air, soil, and water 

supply. Although similar arguments had been presented in earlier writings 

on urban green spaces and garden cities, the argument was now reframed 

in bio- ecological terms. In particular, since the 1970s, the term “biotope,” 

which denotes a topographical area in which specific biological popula-

tions live, has become a political catchword that has penetrated deeply into 

public consciousness.

Among the allies who sponsored ecologists’ agenda, landscape plan-

ners and urban environmental activist groups were salient.33 Evolving 

from the traditional field of Landespflege (landscape care), which had been 

based largely on a horticultural approach, the new field of landscape plan-

ning established itself as a problem- solving discipline, based on ecological 

research. The profession expanded through the provision of new academic 

education programs, the largest of which was at TU Berlin. The depart-

ment of ecology provided teaching for this program. Hence, the new gen-

eration of landscape planners passed Sukopp’s courses, acquired theoretical 

and practical skills in urban ecology, and largely adopted a commitment 

to protecting urban biotopes. Often these planners found jobs in Berlin’s 

public administration or as independent consultants, and thereby became 

important multipliers of ecology’s tenets in urban politics.

A notable difference between the biotope protection regime and the ear-

lier organic one is the convergence of expert- based policymaking with an 

actively participating citizenship. The spectrum of civic activism in West 

Berlin ranged from traditional, often politically conservative nature con-

servation organizations, to middle- class neighborhood activist groups— the 
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so- called Bürgerinitiativen— to a colorful counterculture that flourished in 

some urban quarters. Although the political agenda differed considerably 

among these groups, they all opposed the various traffic infrastructure 

projects (highways, canal reconstruction, new power plant) that the Berlin 

 Senate planned at that time, and they all drew at least partly on ecological 

arguments and research results to bolster their claims against related land- 

use changes. In such a way they also appropriated the biotope and the plant 

and animal species of the city as political categories and objects.34

The biotope protection regime gained momentum through the Bio-

tope Protection Program, an ecological masterplan for West Berlin, which 

was publically presented in 1984.35 The proposal had been prepared by a 

working group under Sukopp’s directorship. Sukopp and his collaborators 

divided the city into fifty- seven ecological units, or “biotope- types,” and 

assigned different meanings and functions to these spaces. Areas that were 

“close to nature,” such as the few remaining fens, were seen as refuges for 

original species that were declining in the region. Proposed measures there-

fore consisted mainly of the minimization of human impact, so that at least 

the most valuable of these biotopes could survive in the surroundings of 

the city. For rubble areas and other vacant lots, ecologists emphasized the 

value of the flora and fauna. They also saw parks and other urban greener-

ies not only in terms of their aesthetic qualities or recreational functions, 

but also as biotopes, and they made suggestions for how greeneries should 

be planted and kept in order to optimize their ecological qualities. For exam-

ple, whereas the constant removal of weeds is a conventional gardening 

practice, ecologists considered weeds to be “spontaneous” vegetation that 

contributed to the flora of the park and that therefore should be tolerated 

as much as possible. Another focus of ecologists’ attention was abandoned 

railroad tracks and stations where astonishingly rich vegetation had devel-

oped. Even in those parts of the city that had been completely built up and 

paved over, ecologists recognized spaces in which plant and animal species 

existed and which could be enhanced by means of such practices as the 

greening of courtyards and roofs.

Although the biotope protection regime remained a relatively stable ele-

ment of the political landscape of West Berlin and after 1990 was extended 

over the reunified city, its ability to actually steer urban development 

remained limited. This was partly due to the conflict of its guiding rationale 

with the urban development interests that dominated the city. The Species 
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Protection Program that entered into force in 1988 was harmonized with 

a development- oriented land- use plan that represented only a modest ver-

sion of the original proposal for a Biotope Protection Program. Moreover, 

the legal status of the earlier program was rather weak so that its provisions 

could easily be sacrificed when they were in conflict with “overarching 

public interests.” The pressure to develop was particularly strong in the 

aftermath of unification, when the urban railway system was extended 

and many former wastelands in the central area were rebuilt with shop-

ping centers and governmental buildings of the newly designated Ger-

man capital. It was only due to the legal requirement of compensation 

planning that claims for biotope protection could be realized. Thus, the 

two landmark projects of biotope protection in post- unification Berlin, 

the nature parks created at the former marshaling yard of Südgelände and 

at the abandoned airport of Johannisthal, were actually meant to com-

pensate for the loss of nature that was caused by two major urban devel-

opment projects.

Other limitations arose from the clash between practices and discourses 

of the biotope protection regime with those of other nature regimes. Nota-

bly, traditional forms of shaping green spaces according to horticultural 

aesthetics or for promoting the recreation of citizens remained deeply 

entrenched in the practice of administering and managing public space. 

Thus, the actual spatial design of the aforementioned nature parks was 

the result of painstaking negotiations between promoters of concerns for 

biotope protection with garden architects who wanted to “put nature on 

stage” through horticultural design.36

Finally, the regime was not free from internal tensions and dilemmas. 

Although ecologists claimed that biotopes should be protected to allow citi-

zens to enjoy direct contact with nature, and although activists drew on 

ecological categories and arguments to defend open spaces in their neigh-

borhood, in the day- to- day practice of planning these often turned out to 

be conflicting goals. Thus planning ideas for the Südgelände- park show 

a constant move away from a biotope- protection policy that would have 

massively restricted public access to the area. Eventually, a pathway sys-

tem was constructed that allowed visitors to stroll through the area. Similar 

conflicts became apparent when management measures meant moving or 

eradicating abundant plants and thereby clashed with activists’ framing of 

the site as unregulated “urban wilderness.”
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The Rise of Civic Urban Gardening

In 2009 up to 150 residents followed the call of two community activists 

to clear a small abandoned lot next to the busy Mortizplatz in the urban 

neighborhood of Kreuzberg. On various collective working days, they 

cleaned the area of litter and removed about one hundred black locust trees 

and various shrubs. Subsequently they created beds (mostly in the form of 

containers that could be relocated if the user agreement that the activist 

had negotiated with the local council expired), which were planted with 

vegetables and kitchen herbs. Run by a core group of project leaders and 

a heterogeneous set of volunteers, the Prinzessinengarten (Garden of the 

princess), as the site is called, has become a landmark project of civic urban 

agriculture in Berlin.37

As an attempt to improve the city and its environment by means of 

gardening, rather than protecting preexisting vegetation, the Prinzessinen-

garten can be seen as a manifestation of a third nature regime, which I call 

the regime of civic urban gardening.

This regime began taking shape around the year 2000, when Berlin and 

other metropolises around the world started seeing an increasing involve-

ment of citizens in public gardening, often promoted under names such 

as “guerrilla gardening,” “community gardening,” or “urban agriculture.”38 

In addition to the cultivation of ornamental and edible plants in perma-

nent community gardens, such activities include throwing flower seeds, 

so- called seed bombs, on public lawns and planting roadsides, tree pits, and 

abandoned lots. All these activities share a preoccupation with gardening as 

a pathway to a more livable, sustainable, and closer- to- nature urban order. 

In contrast to earlier forms of green planning or organic urbanism, which 

operated through the use of public authority and the expertise of planners 

and ecologists, civic gardening evokes the figure of the active citizen as the 

main agent of urban greening.39

Some of the characteristics of civic urban gardening evolved from urban 

nature education projects such as children’s farms (Kinderbauernhöfe) and 

school gardens in the 1980s.40 By actively involving children in the hands-

 on experience of caring for plants and animals, these projects sought to 

contribute to their social development and well- being. Extended from chil-

dren to ordinary adult citizens, this educational motive remained an impor-

tant motive to the legitimization and operative organization of community 
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gardens. On the other hand, a different kind of forerunner of civic garden-

ing can be seen in the interventions of Berlin artist Ben Wagin, who planted 

Ginko trees— for example, his famous “Parliament of Trees”— at abandoned 

areas along the former Berlin Wall.

Such activites gained momentum and started to form a distinct nature 

regime also by their programmatic framing with buzzwords such as “com-

munity” or “guerrilla” gardening. The phrase “guerrilla gardening” entered 

public parlance as an English loanword, after it had been promoted by the 

London activist Richard Reynolds, and refered to illicit, and therefore sup-

posedly subversive, activities of greening.41 The concept of Gemeinschafts-

gärten (community gardens) was a direct reference to the community garden 

concept in New York. The founders of the Prinzessinnengärten took their 

main inspiration from Cuba.42 Its promoters have touted urban gardening 

for many reasons: to enable contact with nature, to maintain community 

life, to empower women or immigrants, and to promote local food produc-

tion as an aspect of a sustainable lifestyle. Although translocal exchange 

also characterized earlier nature regimes, urban gardening can be seen as 

worldwide trend with a special cosmopolitan flair. Often community gar-

dens are conceived as “intercultural gardens” and are meant to provide a 

place for immigrant communities and their specific gardening practices, 

including cultivating plants from their countries of origin.43

Notwithstanding the rhetoric of insurgency that accompanies many of 

these activities, civic gardening has found acceptance and even support 

from municipal councils and administrations.44 Thus, whereas local dis-

trict administrations had for some time rejected such encroachments of 

residents into public space (also because they feared that such plantations 

could damage the trees), most Berlin districts now have defined rules of 

good pratice and offer sponsorship agreements that allow citizens to main-

tain such plots.45 They are usually run by an informal network of friends, an 

association or— as it is the case of the Prinzessinengarten in Kreuzberg— by 

social entrepreneurs. By contrast, when some small temporary community 

gardens were established in 2002 on abandoned plots in a neighborhood of 

the district Kreuzberg- Friedrichshain, it was an urban renewal agency that 

served as a broker, paving the way for agreements regarding the gardens 

with the landowners.46 Even if officially embraced, however, the existence 

of community gardens can always be called into question by the municipal 

council or by investors. Ensuing public campaigns are rarely able to prevent 
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alternative projects from being realized at these sites.47 Moreover, although 

local government has come to play a facilitating role in civic gardening, it 

has not developed a coherent planning strategy, as had come together under 

the earlier regimes. Thus citizens who had been configured as passive resi-

dents under the first regime and allies of scientific ecologists and landscape 

planners under the second became the core actors around whom the civic 

gardening regime assembled. This is also the case in terms of the guiding 

knowledge on which civic gardening thrives: although various professional 

and semiprofessional mediators assume the role of advocates, facilitators 

and knowledge brokers, the cultivation of competencies by the engaged 

citizen is regarded as the main way in which knowledge should be pro-

duced and circulated in this regime.48

Community gardens are projects involving food production, sociability, 

political resistance, and sociotechnical learning and experimentation.49 At 

the same time they are productive of new spatial formations of nature in 

the city, which differ as much from the parks and green zones of organic 

urbanists as from the biotopes that formed the focus of urban nature con-

servation policies. Like ecologists, civic gardeners tend to focus on the mar-

ginal spaces of the city, such as wastelands and vacant lots. But in contrast 

to the positive framing of wastelands as urban nature areas in the biotope 

protection regimes, civic gardeners tend to see wastelands as empty, ugly, 

and in need of occupation and maintenance so that they can be turned into 

productive and useful spaces to grow both food and community. As the 

founders of the Prinzessinnengarten described their project, it was meant 

to “transform a wasteland into a garden.”50

Thus, the first symbolic act of appropriating such spaces tends to involve 

an outcry against their being used as dump sites. Once a community gar-

den is under cultivation, while some community gardeners value the pres-

ence of some wildflowers in their plots, gardening inevitably implies the 

removal of existing vegetation to make room for their own use of the land. 

For example in a blogpost about the Rosa- Rose Garten we see pictures of 

a woman who, according to the subtitle, is proudly “removing weeds.”51 

The spatial order of a fully operating community garden generally consists 

of arrays of beds (often elevated to prevent contact with soil contamina-

tion), filled with containers or rice sacks in which edible or ornamental 

plants are grown and surrounded by patches of unmaintained vegetation 

and pathways. Garden furniture and storage huts can be further elements. 
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The Prinzessinnengarten even includes a bike repair station, a café, and an 

information center, all of which are accommodated in used containers or 

wooden huts.

Tree pits present a very different kind of opportunity for urban gardening 

(see figure 9.2). Unlike wastelands, tree pits belong to the formally main-

tained and regulated parts of the built- up environment. In the nineteenth 

century, planners planted trees along urban streets in order to embellish 

neighborhoods and to improve air quality; thus, tree plantating, like park 

construction, was a strategy through which classic green planners sought 

to remedy the supposed ills of the city.52 The trees were placed into square 

openings in sidewalks, and these pits were dug out to make space for the 

stems and roots of trees, keep the soil loose, and provide the trees with suff-

icient water. Public authorities kept these spaces free from weeds, waste, and 

any other disfigurement. Current civic gardening efforts have reversed offi-

cial criteria of public order and framed these pits as sterile and boring, as 

well as attracting litter and dog excrement. Initiatives to plant these areas 

have come from residents of nearby houses and from shop and restaurant 

owners who seek to embellish their sidewalks, as well as occasionally from 

official neighborhood initiatives.53 Renovating tree pits can range from 

decorating them with a few flowers to creating minigardens that are some-

times even fenced in to keep dogs out. In contrast to community gardens 

these plantations usually have a purely ornamental function and represent 

a wide variety of visual tastes, whether for the naturalistic or the manicured. 

Either way, such gardens require regular care, especially when the plants are 

not ecologically adapted to the site and need regular watering.

Celebrations of the new gardening activities as a “search for quietness, 

earthing, and encounter with nature” echo earlier calls for mobilizing nature 

as a counterbalance to urban life and modernity.54 The participation in the 

very activity of gardening tends to count at least as much for these citizens 

as the visual or ecological qualities of the resulting plantations. In a promo-

tional video of the Rosa- Rose community garden, one protagonist cherishes 

the experience of “putting one’s hands into the soil” and having a chance 

“to unwind from this crazy modern life behind the computer.”55 More specif-

ically such bodily involvement with nature is supposed to create a “personal 

relationship with one’s food,”56 to counterbalance individualization, and to 

open the eyes to injustices in urban land- use development.57 Moreover, in 

deliberate contrast to conventional farming practices, community gardens 
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Figure 9.2
Tree- pit plantation in Berlin. Photo by Jens Lachmund.
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tend to restrain from the use of herbicides and artificial fertilizers and instead 

embrace small- scale ecologically inspired forms of cultivation. For example, 

the Prinzessinnengarten claims to “follow the example of free nature”58 in its 

decision to grow vegetables in “mixed cultures” instead of the monocultures 

of industrial farming.

Like urban ecologists with their concern for a specific urban kind of 

nature, spokespeople of civic gardening also refrain from simply imposing 

a pastoral imaginary on the city. For example, not only is the widespread 

practice of using urban- industrial materials such as plastic bags, tires, or bins 

as flower pots an innovative form of waste recycling, but the combination 

of natural and industrial elements also subverts entrenched oppositions 

between nature and city. Moreover, the gardens are understood and styled 

as elements of a specifically urban culture. Intercultural gardens translate the 

heterogeneity of multicultural districts into the mixing of gardening and 

cooking practices. For example the Pyramidengarten in the largely Turkish 

neighborhood Neukölln offers an Anatolian clay furnace in which, out of 

respect for Islamic food practices, the cooking of pork is not permitted.

For all of its heterogeneity, the new nature regime is not free from ten-

sions with respect to the other regimes. Thus, the new regime of cultivating 

wastelands clearly differs from the regime of biotope protection, with its 

aims of protecting spontaneous ruderal vegetation and its insistence that 

gardening practices should be adapted to the ecology of the site and refrain 

from the use of purely ornamental plants. Indeed already in the 1980s, a 

conservationist had criticized left- wing squatters who had planted beets in 

a ruderal wasteland for damaging what they considered to be a valuable 

biotope.59 But so far there have not been any serious conflicts, particularly 

since ecologists have been concerned mainly with larger wasteland areas 

with variegated vegetation whereas civic gardening tends to focus on small 

plots in densely built districts.

Internally, however, the broader civic gardening regime has its own con-

tradictions and dilemmas. One involves its uneasy mixture of public open-

ness and individual responsibility. Thus, on the one hand, public gardening 

strives to open up hidden spaces for public appropriation in ways that sub-

vert, minimize, or even conflict with existing private property rights and 

administrative powers. On the other hand, the practice of civic gardening 

operates through informal systems that distribute responsibility to indi-

viduals or groups and thus lends itself to the creation of informal pieces 
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of quasi- property, such as manicured, fenced- in tree pits and individually 

“owned” flower beds in some community gardens.

Another dilemma is that while the rhetoric of insurgency underpins 

the political identity of the regime’s participants, they themselves need to 

cooperate with local governments to realize the benefits of civic garden-

ing. Some commentators have cherished community gardens as seedbeds 

of alternative economies and social relations that would contradict neo-

liberal hegemony,60 but as Marit Rosol has recently argued, the devolution 

of public responsibility to citizen gardeners falls squarely into the logic of 

neoliberalism. As she posits, the increasing involvement of the local state as 

a facilitator of civic gardening activities tends to undermine the politically 

transgressive motives of these civic gardening activities.

In a similar vein, there is a tension between the tendency of urban gar-

dening to subvert urban order and the performativity of its own practices 

in creating an alternative urban order. As much as civic gardening diverges 

from the official order of green planning and sidewalk management, it nev-

ertheless embodies cultural criteria of order that mark places as either well 

maintained or derelict and are performative of socially exclusive models 

of citizenship. Nonhuman entities that might be accepted in other places, 

such as weeds, do not “belong” to a proper community garden. But also, 

homeless people or dog walkers who have often used the same areas no lon-

ger fit with the new spatial order of civic gardening. Moreover, many gardens 

have become signifiers of a young educated middle- class milieu, vaguely res-

onating with the recent hype of urban “creativity,” and thereby tending to 

create socially exclusive atmospheres.

Conclusion

The comparison of the three urban nature regimes over time has revealed 

both continuity in the mobilization of nature as a means of urban change 

and considerable differences between the ways in which urban nature has 

been framed and imagined. It is striking that some discursive motives— 

such as the idea of healing urban problems through enabling contact to 

nature— have persisted from the nineteenth century to the present. As we 

have seen, however, terms like “city” and “nature” meant very different 

things at different times, and hence led to rather distinct regimes. For organic 

planners, the formation of landscapes was the main focus; for ecologists 
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nature has consisted of the plant and animal species that could be experi-

enced in a city, and for proponents of civic gardening, nature is a worksite 

that gains personal, social, and political significance through its engage-

ment in embodied practices. As Macnaghten and Urry have said of nature 

in general, we can talk only in the plural about urban nature, as actually or 

potentially contested formations.61

Nature in all of these regimes has served as an anchor for political 

imaginaries. Different ideas of nature have served as precepts for critical 

judgment about urban development as well as a guidelines for decision- 

making about how spaces should be designed and used or in some cases 

exempted from human usage. The discourses of these regimes are not free 

from romantic allusions to nature as the “other” to the city. Nonetheless, 

nature in these different contexts has been both conceptually and practi-

cally urbanized. This process is most evident in the regime of civic garden-

ing and its attempt to frame nature as the nexus of an explicitly urban and 

cosmopolitan lifestyle. In urban ecology, urbanization of nature is appar-

ent in the valuation of humanly influenced vegetation such as the weeds 

and neophyte species growing on wastelands, which does not fit with the 

more ruralist and nativist imaginary of traditional nature conservation. In 

organic urbanism, the process arose from the experience of the spectator in 

the landscape as well as from the planner’s synoptic gaze on the drafting 

table. Form, conceived of as organic, was the uniting principle that was 

supposed to bridge and smooth the differences between nature and the 

city. At the same time each of the regimes implies different positionings 

of citizens: as targets and passive recipients of urbanist planning ideas, as 

political activists who form alliances with ecologists, or as participants in 

civic greening action and as active holders of urban environmental knowl-

edge. Thus, each of these regimes manifest rationalities and practices that 

are distinct from and even in conflict with the others.

Although this chapter has focused on only one city, it is clear that none 

of these regimes has developed in isolation. In some cases, nature poli-

tics in Berlin preceded similar developments in other cities, while in oth-

ers it incorporated ideas and practices that had already been articulated 

elsewhere. As historians of technology Mikael Hård and Thomas Misa have 

put it, urbanist ideas and practices not only “circulate” between different 

cities; they are also appropriated— selected, tuned, transformed— in ways 

that reflect and sustain the particularities of different places.62 In Berlin, 
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ideas of the city landscape chimed with general trends in urbanism but 

gave it a special organic tint and translated it in new ways of green space 

planning during the postwar reconstruction process. Biodiversity conserva-

tion and the search for new ecological planning practices were worldwide 

trends in the 1980s, but due to the specific conditions of postwar Germany, 

Berlin was one of the first places where such concerns were systematically 

implemented in city planning. Notably the emergence of the wasteland as a 

major research object of ecologists, which then also turned into a conserva-

tion object, gave these initiatives its specific local emphasis. Urban garden-

ing in Berlin has been inspired by development in North American cities 

and in the global South, but has drawn equally on local traditions such as 

children’s farms and earlier concerns with urban nature. Moreover, as in 

many other European metropolises, urban gardening has become an aspect 

of a middle- class green lifestyle instead of a resistance movement of socially 

disadvantaged groups. Therefore, it would be misleading to consider Berlin 

as an exemplary case of an overarching global master trend. The timing 

and the concrete pathways through which each of the regimes took shape 

in Berlin was enabled by, and articulated in close interaction with, the local 

constellation of Berlin’s politico- cultural milieu and the concrete materiali-

ties of its parks, forests, and wastelands.
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1. Wirth n.d. [1964?], n.p.

2. For a recent example see the Berlin Senate’s “Natürlich Berlin” [Naturally Berlin], 

an overview of the city’s nature reserves (Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung, 

Berlin 2008).

3. Lachmund 2013.

4. My concept of “nature regimes” draws loosely on Arturo Escobar (1999) and 

is defined as “a dynamic set of relations that include (1) the portions of the non- 

human world that are claimed to represent valuable forms of nature and that 
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therefore are supposed to require public attention or care, (2) the practices and dis-

courses through which such claims are produced, promoted, and incorporated into 

public policies, and (3) the individuals, collectives, and institutions that assemble 

around and actively sponsor these claims” (Lachmund 2013, p. 5). In Greening Berlin 

I presented an in- depth analysis of the “biotope- protection regime” and also dealt 

briefly with some preceding regimes, including organic urbanism. In this chapter I 

draw on findings of this book and combine them with more recent work on emerg-

ing forms of urban gardening in Berlin.

5. Wagner- Conzelmann 2007.

6. Durth and Gutschow 1988.

7. Wagner- Conzelmann 2007, pp. 17– 21.

8. Taut 1946; Allinger 1950, p. 6; Hentzen 1950. See also Bodenschatz (1987, p. 63).

9. See Ladd (1990) for a detailed analysis of this urban imaginary and its dominance 

in the German planning world.

10. Hegemann 1992 [1930].

11. Reichow 1948, p. 32.

12. The 1933 “Athens Charta” of CIAM (Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture 

Moderne) reflected mainly the modernist ideas of the Swiss- French architect Le Cor-

busier. On CIAM’s modernism, see Misa (2008).

13. Durth and Gutschow 1988.

14. See ibid. The justification of landscape- oriented urbanism resonated quite well 

with the nativism of the Nazi ideology. For example, Hentzen (1950, p. 339) claimed 

that Germans had a more intimate relationship to living things than other peoples. 

The quest for organic forms, however, was a much broader phenomenon of the 

period and could also be found outside of Germany; for example, in France Le Cor-

busier embraced the “organic” structure of Algiers and other non- Western cities as a 

more lively an alternative to the Western metropolis (see Haffner 2013, pp. 47– 48).

15. Reichow 1948.

16. Allinger 1950, p. 154.

17. Göderitz, Rainer, and Hoffmann 1957, p. 8.

18. See Durth and Gutschow (1988).

19. Bodenschatz 1987.

20. Michel and Schulz 2006.

21. Bodenschatz 1987.
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22. Ibid., pp. 165– 170; Wagner- Conzelmann 2007, pp. 54– 95.

23. Michel and Schulz 2006.

24. Witte 1960, p. 216.

25. Witte 1960, p. 218.

26. Fichtner 1977.

27. Söderqvist 1986; Kwa 1989; Kingsland 2005.

28. For example, Duvigneaud 1974.

29. The following section is largely based on chapters 2 and 3 of Lachmund (2013), 

where a detailed analysis of this approach of urban ecology can be found.

30. Sukopp 1968.

31. Sukopp 1973, pp. 91– 92.

32. Ibid.; Brunner et al. 1979; Auhagen and Sukopp 1983.

33. The term “ally” is here used as in Latour (1987), as referring to somebody or 

something that is enrolled as a supporter of, or participant in, a collective project or 

network, and who or which thereby contributes to its formation and stablization.

34. For a similar analysis, albeit from a later time period in Stockholm, see Ernstson 

and Sörlin (2009).

35. Arbeitsgruppe Artenschutzprogramm Berlin 1984.

36. See Lachmund (2013, chap. 5).

37. Robert Shaw, interview with author, May 3, 2015. For a description of the proj-

ect see also Nomadisch Grün (2012).

38. For example, Reynolds 2008; Müller 2011; Kotte 2012; Nomadisch Grün 2012; 

Rasper 2012.

39. New urban gardening and agriculture have also become the focus of social sci-

ence analysis. See, for example, the special issue of Local Environment and its intro-

duction by Certomá and Tornaghi (2015). Studies that have focused on Berlin are 

Jahnke (2007), Rosol (2006, 2012), and Bendt, Barthel, and Colding (2013).

40. Meyer- Renschhausen 2011; see also Kahlki (2008).

41. Reynolds 2008. For an empirical analysis of guerrilla gardening in action see 

Adams and Hardman (2014).

42. Nomadisch Grün 2012.

43. In this section I rely partly on observations made during visits to these urban 

gardening spaces in the summers of 2013 and 2014.
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44. The 2010 “Strategy Urban Landscape Berlin” refers to “community gardens,” 

“inter  cultural gardens,” and “guerrilla gardens” as valuable elements of urban green 

in Berlin. Strategie Stadtlandschaft Berlin, http://www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de 

/umwelt /landschaftsplanung/strategie_stadtlandschaft/download/Strategie - Stadt 

landschaft- Berlin.pdf (accessed September 30, 2018).

45. See, for example, the rules and conditions for tree pit plantations in the district 

Kreuzberg- Friederichshain: “Baumscheibenbegrünung” [Tree pit planting], http://

www.berlin.de/ba- friedrichshain- kreuzberg/verwaltung/org/natur/baumscheiben 

begrnung.html (accessed September 30, 2018).

46. Stattbau n.d.

47. A notable exception was the campaign against the abandoning of the “Prinz-

essinengärten” in 2012. See “Wachsen Lassen: Die Kampagne” [Letting grow: The 

campaign], Prinzessinengarten, http://prinzessinnengarten.net/de/der- garten- und - die 

- stadt/kampagne- wachsen- lassen/ (accessed September 30, 2018).

48. An example of how activists promote their gardens explicitly as a means to 

cultivate citizen knowledge is their collective book project Wissen wuchern lassen 

[Letting knowledge sprawl] (Halder et al. 2014), which covers learning processes 

and their results from various Berlin gardening projects. For an empirical analysis of 

knowledge acquisition in Berlin community gardens, see Bendt, Barthel, and Cold-

ing (2013).

49. Bendt, Barthel, and Colding 2013.

50. Nomadisch Grün 2012, p. 25.

51. June 20, 2011, “Gartenalltag Archiv,” Rosa Rose Garten, http://rosarose.twoday 

.net /topics/Gartenalltag/ (accessed September 30, 2018).

52. See Lachmund (2013, chap. 2).

53. For example, as part of the various district management schemes (Quartierman-

agement) which seek to activate residents to participate in such projects. See, for 

example, “Neu bepflanzte Baumscheibe” [Newly planted tree- pit], Quartiersman-

agement (District Management) Brunnenviertel- Ackerstrasse, http://brunnenviertel 

- ackerstrasse.de/Baumscheibe (accessed September 30, 2018).

54. Müller 2011, p. 9.

55. Video, “Gartenbewegungen in Berlin” [Gardening movements in Berlin] at Rosa 

Rose Garten, http://www.rosarose- garten.net/videos/ (accessed September 30, 2018).

56. Ibid.

57. All points mentioned in ibid.

58. Nomadisch Grün 2012, p. 122.
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